Play the Jeopardy Recycling Game!

To play this online game, go to: https://jeopardylabs.com/play/recycling-myths

How to Play:

1. Choose the number of players or teams, and click “continue”. Choose between 1-10 players or teams.

2. Choose a category and point level, and click on the chosen box to see the clue. For example, “Recycling Center for 200”.

3. The player or team takes a turn giving the answer in the form of a question, speaking the question out loud.

4. To see if the answer is correct, click on the “spacebar” button at the top right. The correct question will appear.

5. If the player or team got the question right, click the “+” button under that team’s name. If they responded incorrectly, click the “–” button under the team name.

6. If the team answers correctly, they continue their turn by choosing another box. If the team answered incorrectly, it is now the next team’s turn.

7. Click the “Continue/ESC” button at the top left of the screen to return to the game screen, and select the next topic and point level.

8. Continue until all boxes have been answered.

9. At the end of the game, tally the points. The player or team with the most points wins!